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A new method was recently introduced for calculating quantum mechanical rate constants from
centroid molecular dynamics~CMD! simulations@E. Geva, Q. Shi, and G. A. Voth, J. Chem. Phys.
115, 9209~2001!#. This new method is based on a formulation of the reaction rate constant in terms
of the position-flux correlation function, which can be approximated in a well defined way via
CMD. In the present paper, we consider two different approximated versions of this new method,
which enhance its computational feasibility. The first approximation is based on propagating initial
states which are sampled from the initial centroid distribution, on the classical potential surface. The
second approximation is equivalent to a classical-like calculation of the reaction rate constant on the
centroid potential, and has two distinct advantages:~1! it bypasses the problem of inefficient
sampling which limits the applicability of the full CMD method at very low temperatures;~2! it has
a well defined TST limit which is directly related to path-integral quantum transition state theory
~PI-QTST!. The approximations are tested on a model consisting of a symmetric double-well
bilinearly coupled to a harmonic bath. Both approximations are quite successful in reproducing the
results obtained via full CMD, and the second approximation is shown to provide a good estimate














































The calculation of solution-phase quantum mechan
reaction rate constants in anharmonic systems represen
ongoing challenge for theoretical and computatio
chemistry.1 Most previous attempts to address this challen
were based on one of the following approaches:
~a! The quantum transition state theory~QTST!
approach.2–13 Quantum mechanical expressions for react
rate constants that are based on equilibrium thermodyna
averages are termed QTST. One of the most succes
formulations of QTST is path-integral QTS
~PI-QTST!.3–6,8,9,12According to the path-integral formula
tion of quantum mechanics,14,15 the equilibrium dynamics of
a quantum particle is analogous to that of a classical cy
chain of beads connected by harmonic springs.16,17 The
center-of-mass of such a chain is known as its centroid.
structure of PI-QTST is similar to that of classical TST18
except that the classical positions are replaced by the
troids of the corresponding chains. Several suggestions h
also been made for introducing dynamical corrections to
constants calculated via QTST.6,19,20
~b! The semiclassical approach. This approach is ba
on the reactive-flux formulation of the reaction rate const
in terms of the flux–heaviside or flux–flux correlatio
functions.2,21,22In this case one uses a semiclassical appro
mation in order to estimate the corresponding quantum
relation functions.23–28
~c! The analytical continuation approach.29–34The evalu-
ation of imaginary time quantum mechanical correlati
functions is computationally feasible for relatively compl

















on the corresponding classical chains~PIMC and PIMD,
respectively!.16,17 In this case, one attempts to analytical
continue the imaginary time quantum mechanical flu
heaviside correlation function to real time.29,34,35
In a recent paper, we introduced a new and potentia
powerful approach for the calculation of quantum react
rate constants.36 Like PI-QTST, it is based on the centroi
concept. However, it avoids any kind of TST-like approx
mations, and explicitly accounts for dynamical effects with
the framework of centroid molecular dynamics~CMD!.
CMD is an approximate method for calculating real-tim
quantum correlation functions.9,37–43 It is based on the hy-
pothesis that the centroid follows classical-like dynami
and that quantum effects can be incorporated by modify
the force fields, as well as by representing dynamical obs
ables in terms of suitably defined ‘‘centroid symbols
The new method has been systematically tested36 on a
benchmark system consisting of a double-well poten
bilinearly coupled to a harmonic bath,44 and was found to
provide an excellent approximation for the exact ra
constant on a wide range of temperatures and frictions.36 At
the same time, the new method is subject to two pract
limitations:
~1! Generally speaking, CMD simulation of many-body sy
tems with anharmonic interaction potentials requires
on-the-fly determination of the centroid force at eve
time step. Although the computational effort is ofte
feasible,45–54it is still very demanding and therefore pro
hibitive if one wishes to explore the parameter space o
problem.










































3224 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002 Q. Shi and E. Gevainitial state inefficient at low temperatures, thereby ma
ing it increasingly more difficult to perform the calcula
tion under these conditions~ ee Sec. IV!.36
In the present paper we address these difficulties by con
ering two different approximated versions of the new meth
which are computationally more economical.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the followi
way: A short overview of the new method is given in Sec.
The first approximation, which is based on propagating
tial states sampled from the initial centroid distribution,
the classical potential surface, is discussed in Sec. III.
second approximation which is equivalent to usi
the reactive-flux formulation on a centroid potential is d
cussed in Sec. IV. A similar approximation was previou
suggested by Schentert al.as a way of introducing dynami
cal corrections to PI-QTST.20 In Sec. IV, we derive this ap
proximation from the CMD expression in the case of t
harmonic bath, and critically examine several simplified v
sions of it. The main conclusions of this work are summ
rized in Sec. V.
II. REACTION RATE CONSTANTS FROM CMD
SIMULATIONS
A. General formalism
In this section we give a brief overview of our recent
proposed method for calculating reaction rate constants f
CMD simulations.36 To this end, consider a unimolecula
reaction, such as isomerization, that takes place in solut
along a predefined reaction coordinate. The total Ham







~ P̂~ i !!2
2M ~ i !
1V~Q̂,ŝ!. ~1!
Here, as in the rest of this paper, we use boldface letters
vectors and letters capped with a∧, e.g.,Â, for operators.ŝ,
p̂, andm are the reaction coordinate, conjugate momentu
and corresponding mass, respectively;Q̂5(Q̂(1),...,Q̂(N)),
P̂5( P̂(1),...,P̂(N)), and$M ( i )% are the coordinates, conjuga
momenta, and masses of the bath degrees of freedom
spectively; andV( ŝ,Q̂) is the total potential energy that in
cludes the potential energy along the bare reaction coo
nate, the potential energy of the bare bath, and the interac
potential between the reaction coordinate and the bath.
assumed that the potential along the bare reaction coord





















The reactive system is said to be in the reactant sta
s,0 and in the product state ifs.0. PR andPP are defined
as the mole fractions of the reactant and the product, res
tively,
PP512PR5^h~ ŝ!&[^ĥ&, ~2!
whereh( ŝ) is the Heaviside function operator@^suh( ŝ)us8&
5d(s2s8) for s.0, and zero otherwise#. The reaction rate
constant,k is defined by
ṖP52 ṖR52kRPPP1kPRPR , ~3!
or equivalently,
d Ṗi52kdPi , ~4!





As was shown in Ref. 36, the exact quantum react
rate constant may be expressed in terms of the Ku






















3Âe2lĤeiĤ t/\B̂e2 iĤ t/\%. ~6!
is the quantum Kubo transformed correlation function, an
F̂5dĥ/dt5 i @Ĥ,h~ ŝ!#/\5
1
2m
@ p̂d~ ŝ!1d~ ŝ! p̂# ~7!
is the flux operator.
The expression for the reaction rate constant in Eq.~5! is
particularly advantageous from the viewpoint of CMD. Th
is because the latter can provide a well-defined approxi
tion for correlation functions involving at least one opera
which is linear in the position~or momentum! operators.42,43
The CMD approximation of the quantum reaction rate co
stant in Eq.~5! is given by36k'kCMD5
*dsc*dpc*dQc*dPcrc~sc ,pc ,Qc ,Pc!sc~2t !Fc~sc ,pc ,Qc!








3225J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002 Centroid-based methodsIt should be noted thatk and approximations to it are ex
pected to be explicitly time-dependent during an initial sh
transient period, 0,t,tp(!1/k), in the following which
they reach the ‘‘plateau region,’’ where they acquire a fix
value.55,56
Other quantities that appear in Eq.~8! have the following
form:
rc~sc ,pc ,Qc ,Pc!5rc~sc ,Qc!e
2b@( i 51,N@~Pc
~ i !!2/2M ~ i !#1~pc
2/2m!#,
~9!
hc andFc are the centroid symbols of the Heaviside and fl
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M ~ i !
3@Q̇~ i !~t !#21V~s~t!,Q~t!!J , ~14!
1
\
S@s1 ,...,sP ,Q1 ,...,QP#
5b(
k51






M ~ i !vP
2 ~Qk
~ i !2Qk11
~ i ! !21
1
P
V~sk ,Qk!J , ~15!
C5H S 2pb\2m D)i 51
N S 2pb\2M ~ i ! D J 1/2,
N~P!5CH S mP2pb\2D)i 51
N S M ~ i !P2pb\2D J P/2, ~16!
andvP
2 5P/(b\)2.
It should be emphasized that within the CMD appro
mation, sc(2t) in Eq. ~8! is obtained by propagatingsc
backwards in time as a classical position, but on the cent







































3226 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002 Q. Shi and E. Gevaand which is distinctly different from the corresponding cla
sical potential,V(Q,s). It should also be noted that Eq.~8!
involves the following approximation regarding the dyna
ics of the flux centroid symbol:36,42
Fc~sc ,pc ,Qc ;t !'Fc~sc~ t !,pc~ t !,Qc~ t !!, ~18!
wheresc(t), Qc(t), Pc(t) are propagated as classical po
tions and momenta on the centroid potential surfa
Vcm(sc ,Qc).
B. Application to a system bilinearly coupled
to a harmonic bath
It is important to test any approximation for the quantu
mechanical rate constant on a multidimensional model s
tem for which exact solutions are available. The benchm
used in the present work is based on a symmetric dou
well potential bilinearly coupled to a harmonic bath, f
which the exact quantum reaction rate constants have b
calculated by Topaler and Makri.44 For this model, the tota






F ~ P̂~ j !!2




M ~ j !~v~ j !!2












M ~ j !v~ j !
d~v2v~ j !!5hve2v/vc, ~21!
andm is taken to be the mass of a proton. The parameters
V0(s) and J(v) are identical to these used for the DW
model in Ref. 44. It should be noted that Eq.~8! was tested
on the same model in Ref. 36 andkCMD was found to be in
good agreement with the exact results for a wide range
temperatures and frictions.
Another advantage of the above mentioned model s
tem is that in this case, the average over the harmonic
modes can be performed analytically. This leads to the
lowing expression for the centroid distribution for the over
system:36
rc~sc ,Qc!
5A~P!e2b@Veff~sc!1( j 51N 12M ~ j !~v~ j !!2~Qc~ j !2@c~ j !sc /M ~ j !~v~ j !!2# !2#.
~22!
The explicit expressions forA(P) andVeff(sc) were given in
Ref. 36. For our purposes here, it is sufficient to note t
Veff(sc) is a function ofsc only, and is shifted relative to the
bare potential,V0(sc), by a bath-induced term. It is als
important to note thatrc8(sc ,Qc) and rc
1(sc ,Qc) are given
by expressions similar to Eq.~22!, except thatVeff(sc) is re-
















tively ~cf. Ref. 36 for details!. An important outcome of this
is that the centroid symbols of the flux and Heaviside ope
tors, Fc and hc , respectively, become independent of t
bath coordinates@cf. Eq. ~10!#.
Finally, we note that following Ref. 44, the results of th












is the classical TST reaction rate constant~^¯& corresponds
to averaging over the classical many-body Boltzmann dis
bution!.
The transmission coefficients obtained for this mod
from Eq.~8!, at 300 K, 200 K, and 100 K, are represented
solid lines in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively, for a wide ran
of frictions. As can be seen,kCMD provides a good approxi
mation to the exact quantum results, which are represe
by a solid lines with filled circles, and capture much of t
quantum enhancement relative to the corresponding clas
results, which are represented by a solid line with opaq
triangles.
III. CENTROID SAMPLING AND CLASSICAL
DYNAMICS
The centroid symbol of the flux operator, Eq.~10!,
deserves special attention. In the classical lim
rc8(sc ,Qc)/rc(sc ,Qc) is replaced byd(sc), such that only
trajectories that start at the barrier top,sc50, are sampled.
However, moving away from the classical limits turn
rc8(sc ,Qc)/rc(sc ,Qc) into an increasingly wider distribution
of the initial values ofsc . The width of this distribution
FIG. 1. The transmission coefficient as a function of friction, for DW1
300 K. Shown are the exact quantum results~solid line with filled circles!,
the classical results~solid line with opaque triangles!, the results obtained
from the kCMD approximation~solid line!, the kCeS approximation~dashed
line!, thekClS approximation~dotted line!, and thekClS
c approximation~solid



























3227J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002 Centroid-based methodsincreases with the quantum nature of the problem, and
therefore be viewed as a manifestation of quantum delo
ization. Another useful perspective is based on the realiza
that rc8(sc ,Qc) and rc(sc ,Qc) are analogous to partition
functions of a system consisting ofN11 cyclic polymers
whose centroids are fixed at (sc ,Qc
(1) ,...,Qc
(N)). While this
is the only constraint in the case ofrc(sc ,Qc), rc8(sc ,Qc)
includes another constraint, namely, that the position of
of the beads in thesc-centered chain is fixed at the barri
top position, i.e., ats50. The width ofrc8(sc ,Qc)/rc(sc ,Qc)
as a function ofsc therefore depends on the typical extensi
of a cyclic polymer which is attached to the barrier top, a
is expected to increase as the masses and temperature
crease.
SubstitutingFc from Eq. ~10! into Eq. ~8! and canceling
out rc(sc ,Qc) @cf. Eq. ~9!#, the centroid flux-position corre
lation function can be put in the following form:
E dscE dpcE dQcE dPcrc~sc ,pc ,Qc ,Pc!sc~2t !
3Fc~sc ,pc ,Qc!
5E dscE dpcE dQcE dPcrc8~sc ,Qc!
3e2b@( i 51,N@~Pc





FIG. 2. The transmission coefficient as a function of friction, for DW1
200 K. Shown are the exact quantum results~solid line with filled circles!,
the classical results~solid line with opaque triangles!, the results obtained
from the kCMD approximation~solid line!, the kCeS approximation~dashed
line!, thekClS approximation~dotted line!, and thekClS
c approximation~solid






Quantum corrections are introduced into Eq.~25! in two dis-
tinctively different ways:
~1! The initial distribution ofsc is dictated byrc8(sc ,Qc)
rather than byd(sc)e
2V(sc ,Qc).
~2! The dynamics ofsc is governed by the centroid poten
tial, Vcm(sc ,Qc), rather than the classical potentia
V(sc ,Qc).
It is natural to ask whether one of the two quantum effe
plays a more dominant role than the other? The ans
to this question has important practical implicatio
b cause initial centroid sampling only requires a sin
PIMD/PIMC simulation att50, whereas centroid dynamic
requires that a PIMD/PIMC simulation is performed
every time step if the centroid force is to be evaluated
the-fly.
We start by examining this question in the context of o
model system, namely, a symmetric double-well potential
linearly coupled to a harmonic bath~cf. Sec. II B!. The cen-
troid dynamics component of the CMD calculation can
suppressed by sampling the initial values ofsc rom the non-
classical centroid distribution,rc8(sc ,Qc), followed by time
propagation on theclassical potential energy surface
V(sc ,Qc). The reaction rate constant evaluated via this
proximation will be denotedkCeS ~the subscript CeS stand
for Centroid Sampling!,
FIG. 3. The transmission coefficient as a function of friction, for DW1
100 K. Shown are the exact quantum results~solid line with filled circles!,
the classical results~solid line with opaque triangles!, the results obtained
from the kCMD approximation~solid line!, the kCeS approximation~dashed
line!, thekClS approximation~dotted line!, and thekClS
c approximation~solid
line with opaque squares!. Note that Log10(k), rather thank, is plotted.kCeS52
*dsc*dpc*dQc*dPcrc8~sc ,Qc!e
2b@( i 51,N@~Pc



















































3228 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002 Q. Shi and E. GevaIt should be emphasized that Eq.~26! differs from the origi-
nal CMD rate constant, Eq.~8!, in that sc
(Cl)(2t) is propa-
gated on theclassical potential energy surface,V(sc ,Qc),
rather than the centroid potential energy surfa
Vcm(sc ,Qc).
The transmission coefficients obtained via the CeS
proximation at 300 K, 200 K, and 100 K are presented
dashed lines in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively, for a w
range of frictions. The corresponding~normalized! con-
strained centroid distributions,rc8(sc), are shown in Fig. 4
~these figures were already included in Ref. 36 and are
sented here for the sake of completeness!. At the relatively
high temperature of 300 K, the distribution is found to
unimodal and fairly localized around the barrier top, a
increasing the friction further localizes it. A somewhat d
ferent picture emerges at 200 K: At high frictions, the dist
bution is wider than at 300 K but still unimodal and localiz
around the barrier top; At low frictions, the distribution b
comes bimodal. This is because lowering the tempera
and/or friction leads to more extended chains. One of
beads has to be attached to the barrier top, but the rest o
beads seek regions of lower potential energy which
downhill on both sides of the barrier. As a result, the cor
sponding centroid distribution acquires a symmetric bimo
structure. This behavior is further enhanced at 100 K, wh
rc8(sc) is seen to consist of two, clearly separated peaks
both sides of the barrier.
FIG. 4. The initial constrained centroid distributionrc8(sc) ~normalized!, for
DW1 at 300 K, 200 K, and 100 K. The distribution is shown for vario
values ofh/(mvb): 0.047~solid!, 0.942~dotted!, and 2.825~dashed!. The














Figures 1, 2, and 3 clearly indicate that centroid sa
pling plays a much bigger role than centroid dynamics
reproducing the quantum enhancement of the rate const
In fact, large deviations betweenkCMD andkCeS only appear
at 100 K, which is the lowest temperature considered,
small to intermediate frictions. More importantly, the fu
CMD and the CeS calculations coincide at high frictions,
all temperatures considered, which is the relevant region
many condensed phase systems. Hence, at least for
model studied, combining centroid sampling with classi
dynamics of the centroid is an excellent approximation t
may provide significant saving in computational effort.
It should be noted that starting all the trajectories at
barrier top and propagating them in time on the class
surface would lead to the classical rate constant, which
known to be a very poor approximation.36 Thus, the above
finding implies that sampling the initial states from the ce
troid distribution instead of starting them at the barrier t
can compensate, to a large extent, for this discrepancy. C
paring the CMD and CeS approximations, we see that a la
portion of the quantum enhancement is achieved by s
pling the initial states with corrected statistical weigh
However, the CeS approximation cannot capture dynam
tunneling effects that are sensitive to the effective bar
height, and as a results is expected to deteriorate, in gen
e.
FIG. 5. rc8(sc)/rc(sc) as a function ofsc at 300 K, 200 K, and 100 K. The
distributions are shown for different values ofh/(mvb): 0.047 ~solid!,
0.942~dotted!, and 2.825~dashed!. The classical potential along the reactio
coordinate is also shown for reference. It should be noted thatrc8(sc)/rc(sc)








































3229J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002 Centroid-based methodsat low temperatures and frictions. These expectations
confirmed by the results in Figs. 1, 2, and 3.
The similarity of the CeS approximation to the lineariz
version of the semiclassical approximation11,25,57 is also
worth noting. In this case, the semiclassical approximat
amounts to doing the initial sampling based on the Wig
distribution of the combined Boltzmann and flux operato
followed by fully classical dynamics. The above approxim
tion is similar to the linearized semiclassical approximatio
in the sense that quantum corrections are introduced v
nonclassical initial sampling. However, despite the sim
spirit of the two approaches, the additional important diff
ences should be highlighted:~1! The initial centroid distribu-
tion function is fundamentally different from the Wigne
distribution,42 and ~2! Calculating the centroid distribution
for realistic systems is feasible, while calculating the Wign
distribution for realistic systems may be extremely diffic
~however, see, for example, Refs. 58 and 59 for rec
progress in this area!.
IV. CLASSICAL-LIKE SAMPLING AND CENTROID
DYNAMICS
The delocalized nature of the initial distribution of ce
troid positions makes it increasingly more difficult to calc
latekCMD andkCeSat very low temperatures. As the temper
ture decreases, the initial distribution acquires a bimo






















the barrier top~cf. Fig. 4!. This distribution results in a situ
ation where the large majority of the trajectories start
from the barrier top and therefore have a very small like
hood of crossing the barrier. At the same time, a small
nority of the trajectories, which start in the close vicinity
the barrier top, are very likely to cross the barrier. As it tur
out, the two types of trajectories make comparable contri
tions to the rate constant~the low likelihood of crossing the
barrier is compensated for by the high probability of starti
far from the barrier top, and vice versa!. Efficient sampling
of the trajectories that start in the close vicinity of the barr
top is possible via umbrella sampling. However, sampling
the trajectories that start far from the barrier top is ma
increasingly more demanding due to the inherent rare ev
statistics. In other words, more and more trajectories nee
be sampled in order to obtain good statistics by hav
enough of them cross the barrier. This is demonstrated by
relatively large error bars on the values ofkCMD andkCeS at
T5100 K, cf. Fig. 3, and by the fact that we were unable
calculatekCMD and kCeS at the lower temperatures of 75 K
and 50 K, with reasonable computational effort. It is the
fore natural to look for another centroid-based approximat
for the reaction rate constant that avoids this difficulty.
One possibility is to combine classical sampling wi
centroid dynamics, i.e., the following expression for the r
constant;kClS8 52
*dsc*dpc*dQc*dPce
2bV~sc ,Qc!e2b@( i 51,N@~Pc






2bV~sc ,Qc!e2b@( i 51,N@~Pc







c-wheresc(2t) is assumed to be propagated on the centr
potential,@the subscript ClS in Eq.~27! stands forclassical
sampling#. However, our conclusion from Sec. III that ce
troid sampling plays a more important role than centr
dynamics also implies that this would be a poor approxim
tion. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the class
sampling in Eq.~27! consists of two, and distinctly differen
approximations:
~1! The centroid symbols of the flux and heaviside ope
tors, Eq. ~10!, are replaced by the correspondin





~2! The initial centroid distribution, e2bVcm(sc ,Qc)/
*dsc*dQce
2bVcm(sc ,Qc), is replaced by the classical dis
tribution, e2bV(sc ,Qc)/*dsc*dQce
2bV(sc ,Qc).
One may now wonder if an improved approximation c
emerge from avoiding one of these approximations. A p
ticularly appealing possibility is to avoid the second appro
mation, which would amount to replacing the classical p
tential, V(sc ,Qc), in Eq. ~27! with the centroid potential,
Vcm(sc ,Qc). This would lead to an expression for the rea
tion rate constant which isidentical to that in afictitious
classical systemthat moves on the centroid potential,kClS52
*dsc*dpc*dQc*dPce
2bVcm~sc ,Qc!e2b@( i 51,N~Pc






2bVcm~sc ,Qc!e2b@( i 51,N~Pc










3230 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002 Q. Shi and E. GevaAs was shown in Ref. 36, Eq.~28! is one of a family of possiblecompletely equivalentexpressions for the
classicalrate constant. The origin of this variety has to do with the fact that the rate constant is independent of the
perturbation that shifts the reactive system from equilibrium. A perturbation linear ins wouldlead, via linear response theor
to an expression for the classical rate constant in terms of a position-flux correlation function, such as Eq.~28!.36 A pertur-





~ i !!2/2M ~ i !#1~pc










It is crucial to note that although Eqs.~28! and ~29! appear to be different from each other, they are bound to give the s
value ofkClS.
36
It should be noted that Eq.~29! has been previously proposed by Schenteret al., as a way of introducing dynamica

















TST corresponds to a primitive version of the PI-QTST rate constant, which upon variational optimization turns
be a rather good approximation at intermediate to strong frictions.6,8,9,36,44Thus, the approximation embodied in Eq.~29!
naturally relates CMD with PI-QTST for a multidimensional system.
An illuminating argument as to why and when one can expect the approximation in Eq.~29! or Eq. ~28! to work can be
presented in the case of a system bilinearly coupled to a harmonic bath. The analysis is based on the fact that in



























ionThe only approximation in Eq.~32! involves replacing
hc(sc) by h(sc) in the denominator of Eq.~33!, which is
expected to be generally valid. It should also be noted
sc in the denominator was renamed and is now denoted
sc8 .
We now note thatrc(sc) is concentrated in the clos
vicinity of the bottoms of the product and reactant wel
Hence,dh(sc8) can be replaced bydh(sc82sc* ), as long assc*at
y
.
does not extend to areas in the close vicinity of the botto
of these wells. In particular,dh(sc8) may be substituted by
dh(sc82sc) as long asr1(sc) decays to zero before reachin
the minima of the potential. Figure 5 demonstrates that thi
a valid assumption for a wide range of temperatures
frictions.





















































3231J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002 Centroid-based methodsThus, if we now think ofsc8 as the position variable, and o
sc as a parameter, thenk8(sc) can be interpreted as
classical-like rate constant, calculated on the centroid po
tial via the reactive flux method, with the dividing surface s
at sc85sc . Since the rate constant is expected to be indep
dent of the location of the dividing surface, as long assc is
not in the close vicinity of the potential minima, we ca





K5E dscr1~sc!5E dsc rc8~sc ,Qc!rc~sc ,Qc! . ~36!
It is interesting to note thatK in Eq. ~36! coincides with
the ‘‘CMD transmission coefficient’’ as defined by Jang a
Voth in Ref. 12. However, the analysis in Ref. 12 diffe
from the one presented here in two important respects:
~1! The discussion in Ref. 12 is restricted to a on
dimensional system~the reaction coordinate!, and does
not include coupling to a~harmonic! bath.
~2! The potential along the reaction coordinate in Ref. 12
assumed to be unbounded atx56`, as opposed to the
double-well shape assumed here. It should be noted
one cannot define a rate constant for a one-dimensi
system unless the potential is not bounded, and tha
the case of an unbounded one-dimensional potential,
classical TST rate constant coincides with the exact c
sical rate constant.
Thus, Eq.~36! provides an extension of the correspondi
result in Ref. 12, to cases involving bounded reactive pot
tials and coupling to a harmonic bath.
Equation ~35! would coincide with Eq.~29! if K51.
This is certainly true in the classical limit, where1(sc)
5d(sc). Figure 6 shows that the value ofK remains very
close to 1 for the model system considered, on a wide ra
of temperatures and frictions, and that the main deviati
occur at very low temperatures and frictions. Hence,kClS is
expected to provide a very good approximation forkCMD , at
least in the case of a system bilinearly coupled to a harmo
bath.

















to the case of a general anharmonic system, it seems rea
able to expect thatkClS will also provide a useful approxima
tion in such situations. In some cases, it may also be poss
to formulate feasible approximations for the effective corre
tion factor,K.
kClS was calculated numerically for a symmetric doub
well bilinearly coupled to a harmonic bath and the results
represented by the dotted lines in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 for a w
range of temperatures and frictions. From these figures
clear that Eq.~29! provides an excellent approximation t
kCMD . In fact, kClS turn out to provide a somewhat bette
approximation thankCMD when compared to the exact re
sults. Surprisingly,kClS also provides a slightly better ap
proximation in comparison tokClS
K , since K is generally
smaller than one~cf. Fig. 6!.
The calculation ofkClS in the general case will require a
on-the-fly evaluation of the centroid potential, and will ther
fore still be far more computationally demanding in compa
son to the calculation ofkCeS. PI-QTST, which was shown
above to be an approximated version ofkClS, provides one
attractive way of reducing the computational effort involv
in evaluatingkClS, but cannot directly account for dynamica
effects. Another interesting simplification which was orig
nally suggested by Schentert al., amounts to performing
the dynamics on the classical potential.20 Applying this ap-
proximation to Eq.~28! leads to the following simplified
expression for the reaction rate constant:
FIG. 6. K as a function of friction at various temperatures.kClS
c 52
*dsc*dpc*dQc*dPce
2bVcm~sc ,Qc!e2b@( i 51,N@~Pc
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inPropagating on the classical potential with its higher bar
is expected to lead to less recrossing, and hence to la
reaction rate constants. Hence, one expectskClS
c to be larger
thankClS. At the same time,kClS is not expected to accoun
to the full extent for the quantum enhancement of the rr
er
e
constant, and hencekClS is expected to be smaller than th
xact rate constant~cf. Figs. 1, 2, and 3!. Hence,kClS
c may
actually turn out to provide a better estimate of the react
rate constant! This indeed turns out to be the case for




































































3232 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002 Q. Shi and E. GevaFigs. 1, 2, and 3!. Despite this, one should not lose sight
the fact that this better agreement is the result of a ra
fortunate cancellation of errors: The enhancement of the
act rate constant relative tokClS is probably due to the inabil
ity of the latter to fully account for quantum tunneling, whi
the enhancement ofkClS
c relative tokClS originates from di-
minished classical-like recrossing.
Finally, it should be noted that the calculation ofkClS,
kClS
K , and kClS
c involves initial trajectories that start at th
barrier top. Hence, unlike the calculation ofkCMD andkCeS,
the calculation ofkClS, kClS
K , andkClS
c can be easily extende
to very low temperatures. In Fig. 7, we present the exact
constants~on a logarithmic scale!, as well as the various
approximations discussed in this paper~kCMD , kClS
K , kClS,
kCeS, and kClS
c !, as a function of the inverse temperatu
Special attention should be given to the two lowest tempe
tures considered~75 K and 50 K!. We were unable to calcu
late kCMD and kCeS at these temperatures with reasona
computational effort, due to the rare event statistics m
tioned in the beginning of this section.36 The approximations
represented bykClS, kClS
K , and kClS
c avoid this difficulty by
starting all trajectories at the barrier top. As a result,kClS,
kClS
K , and kClS
c could be calculated with ease at very lo
temperatures, and the agreement with the exactk is found to
FIG. 7. Log10(k/a.u.) as a function of inverse temperature, at three differ
frictions: h/(mvb)50.05, 0.1, 0.5. The results obtained by different me
ods are given at each temperature: exactk ~solid line with filled circles!,
kCMD ~solid line with opaque triangles!, kClS
K ~dotted–dashed line!, kClS ~dot-
ted line!, kCeS ~dashed line!, andkClS







be rather good, especially at the high friction region which
relevant to many condensed phase systems.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Two approximations to the CMD reaction rate consta
kCMD , have been considered. The first approximation, wh
was denoted bykCeS, combines centroid sampling of th
initial state with classical dynamics. Its most attractive fe
ture is that it only requires one PIMD/PIMC simulation
the initial time, thereby providing an economical centroi
based route for calculating quantum mechanical reaction
constants. Its main disadvantage is that dynamical quan
effects that are not included in the initial nonclassical sa
pling, are not accounted for. Another disadvantage has to
with the delocalized nature of the initial centroid distributio
that can lead to inefficient sampling at very low tempe
tures. The second approximation, which was denoted
kClS, correspond to a classical-like calculation of the react
rate constant, on the centroid potential. It was shown that
approximation can be rigorously justified when the bath
harmonic. Its main advantage is that, unlike in the calcu
tion of kCMD , all the trajectories start at the barrier top. Thu
the problem of poor sampling due to the highly delocaliz
nature of the initial centroid distribution does not arise, a
the calculation of rate constants at very low temperatu
becomes possible. The main disadvantage of this approx
tion is that, similarly tokCMD , the calculation ofkClS re-
quires that the dynamics is carried out on the centroid po
tial. Hence, in the general case, the centroid force has to
calculated on-the-fly, which would require performing
PIMD/PIMC calculation at every time step. A reduction
the computational effort involved can be achieved by app
ing a TST-like approximation tokClS, which leads to PI-
QTST, or by performing the dynamics classically, whi
leads to the approximation embodied inkClS
c .
The various approximations were tested on the exa
solvable model of a symmetrical double-well bilinear
coupled to a harmonic bath, for a wide range of temperatu
and frictions.kCeS was found to be a good approximation
kCMD , except at very low temperatures and small friction
kClS was typically found to provide superior agreement w
kCMD , and in fact performed better thankCMD in reproducing
the exact results, which is likely to be accidental. It is impo
tant to note that the variation in the predictions of differe
centroid-based approximations is far smaller relative to
gap between the quantum and classical rate constants. T
perhaps the most important conclusion from the pres
work is that regardless of which centroid-based approxim
tion is used, the result obtained is expected to provide a
better estimate to the rate constant than the correspon
classical result. This observation seem to reinforce the
portance of the centroid concept as a mean for estima
quantum mechanical rate constants. At the same time, it
pears that the success of the centroid based methods, at
for the benchmark considered, relies heavily on their abi
to capture the quantum statics, rather than the quantum
namics of the problem. This is demonstrated by the fact t










3233J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 8, 22 February 2002 Centroid-based methodsdynamics or centroid dynamics. Future work will therefo
focus on~1! exploring whether or not the above observatio
extend to more anharmonic systems;~2! testing CMD in
problems that show a more pronounced signature of quan
dynamics.
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